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Music theory distinguishes between two types of meanings that music
can impart: (1) embodied meaning, which is purely hedonic, context
independent, and based on the degree of stimulation the musical sound
affords, and (2) referential meaning, which is context dependent and
reflects networks of semantic-laden, external world concepts. Two stud-
ies investigate which (if either) of these background music meanings
influence perceptions of an advertised product and when. Findings sug-
gest that people who engage in nonintensive processing are insensitive
to either type of meaning. However, more intensive processors base their
perceptions on the music's referential meaning when ad message pro-
cessing requires few resources, but they use the music's embodied

meaning when such processing is relatively resource demanding.

Distinguishing Between the Meanings of
Music: When Background Music Affects
Product Perceptions

Imagine listening to a radio advenisement for a travel
agency. Would your perception of the agency's ability to
provide dependable, hassle-free .service differ if the muted
music in the background of the advenisement were .sedate
rather than energetic? Relevant to this issue, extant research
suggests that background music can communicate panicu-
lar meanings or as.sociations. One bcxiy of work indicates
that music can affect the favorableness of people's feelings
and moods (e.g., Alpen and Alpen 1990). We refer to the
sheer favorableness of the feelings evoked by music's
sounds as its "embcxiied meaning." Other research points to
the semantic meanings that music can bring to mind (Boltz
2001; Hung 2001). We call this music's "referential mean-
ing." In this anicle. we (1) elucidate the make-up of these
two types of music-impaned meaning and (2) distinguish
between them. More imponant. we develop theory and
investigate when each of these potentially ccexisting forms
of musical meaning is likely to shape people's pereeptions
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of focal prcxiuct content discussed in a music-accompanied
ad message.

In accordance with Meyer (1994). a top scholar ofthe pwy-
chology of music, we adopt a holistic versus an elemental
approach to studying music. Specifically, we examine two
relativistic collative aspects of music that vary its stimulation
px)tential (i.e.. its embcxiied meaning): the degree of energy
(Experiment 1) and the degree of novelty (Experiment 2)
afforded by the musical sound. We begin by elucidating the
two types of meaning that music is believed to confer.

THE MEANINGS OF MUSIC

One theory contends that music's embodied meaning can
arise from the pattems or relationships between pattems
embcxiied within a given work of music (Famsworth 1969:
Meyer 1994). Embcxiied meaning refers to the hedonic
value or positive feelings that may emerge simply from the
sounds within the music (Radcey and Boyle 1997). As such,
it is independent of the context in which the music cxcurs
and any semantic content that the music may evoke.

What produces this embodied meaning? In general,
greater positive hedonic value emerges when a moderate
versus a high or a low level of stimulation is prompted by a
stimulus such as musical sound (see North and Hargreaves
1997).' Such stimulation can emerge as a result of any of

'Positive feelings also can emerge from semantic asscxiations prompted
by the music (e.g.. nostalgic associations with a song, associations with a
song"s composer or performer). However, these do not constitute embodied
meaning, because they result from context-dependent conceptual asscx:ia-
tions with rather than stimulation embodied within the musical .sounds.
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several collative or structural propenies of music (e.g..
Dowling and Harwood 1986: Hargreaves 1984). One prop-
eny is the energy afforded by the musical sounds (Radcxry
and Boyle 1997). More energetic music has a fa.ster tempw.
more abbreviated percussive sounds, and a more repetitive
rhythm, whereas the opposite of each of these qualities
defines sedate music (Gaston 1968). Indeed, research veri-
fies that mcxierately energetic music heightens stimulation
and thus positive hedonic value (Stout and Leckenby 1988).
A second such collative propeny of music is the degree of
novelty the musical sound manifests (Gaston 1968). A song
performed in a style that deviates moderately from the norm
heightens stimulation and thus pxjsitive hedonic value (Har-
greaves and Casetell 1987: Simonton 2001).

A second theory fcKuses on music's referential meaning
(Meyer 1994: Radocy and Boyle 1997). Referential mean-
ing is independent of music's embodied meaning but is
likely to ccexist with it (Famsworth 1969). Unlike embcxi-
ied meaning, it is context dependent, obtaining meaning
from the network of descriptive associations that a stimulus
(e.g.. music) may bring to mind (McMullen 1982: Meyer
1960). Indeed, a panicular musical execution's similarity or
proximal relationship to extemal concepts, events, or char-
acters can reference related semantic assceiations (Davies
2001: Meyer 1960). For example, in general, energetic
music evokes thoughts related to excited frivolity, whereas
sedate music brings to mind thoughts about calm, contem-
plative activity (Gabrielsson and Lundstrom 2001). Figure 1
summarizes these definitions of music meaning and other
critical ad components.

To reflect on the preceding notions, if music serves as a
muted backdrop for verbal prcxiuct claims in. for example, a
travel agency advenisement. the music's referential asscx;ia-
tions might be ascribed to the product. Thus, if ad recipients

•" Figure 1
; THEORETICAL DEFINITIONS OF THE MAJOR AD

COMPONENTS

Major Ad
Components Theoretical Subcomponents

Focal ad content 'Central cues: Verbal, visual, or execution-related
(e.g.. message. ad content that is informative about substantive
visuals) product attributes or benefits.

'Peripheral cues: Verbal, visual, or execution-
related ad content that bears iittle or no genuine
informational value about .substantive product

' ': attributes or benefits.

Background ad 'Embodied meaning of music: The context-inde-
music pendent hedonic value or favorableness of feel-

•'.;./ :. ings evoked by music due solely to the degree of
_, , J r . stimulation afforded by the music's sounds. Dis-
^«iiV>. . ceming such embodied meaning from music

requires relatively few resources.

'Referential meaning of music: The networks of
semantic or conceptual associations evoked by
music that may be prompted by contextual factors
(e.g.. the place where the music airs, the musi-
cian, the instruments used) or other relationships
between the music and extemal world concepts,
events, and characters. Discerning such referential
meaning from music requires many resources.

were asked to assess the travel agency's provision of
thoughtful, dependable service, they might perceive it as
greater if the background music is sedate, which references
calm contemplation, than if it is energetic, which references
thoughts about excited frivolity. TTiis follows because
unlike the referential meaning of energetic music, .sedate
music overlaps semantically with the notion of thoughtful,
dependable service (Maclnnis and Park 1991). Note that
this holds even though both referential meanings are quite
favorable, both in an absolute sense and as they could be
related to the prcxiuct.

The propxjsition that music can possess coexisting refer-
ential and embodied meanings invites a critical question:
Which, if either, meaning are ad recipients likely to use
when forming their perceptions of a prcxiuct in a music-
accompanied advenisement? Insight into this question can
be derived by considering the level of resourees required by
various ad elements.

First, consider the two background music meanings.
Much research suggests that discerning and applying
music's embcxiied versus referential meaning demands
fewer resources (Pham et al. 2001: Stapel. Koomen. and
Ruys 2002). Whereas using embcxiied meaning to form per-
ceptions requires simply identifying the meaning's diffuse
hedonic value and then transferring it to an evaluative con-
tinuum (i.e.. scale), using referential meaning requires acti-
vating more extensive and distal assceiative networks in
memory, chaning and assessing the semantic overlap
between the referential meaning and the queried perception
dimension, and then mapping this perceived overlap onto an
evaluative continuum.

A second consideration is the level of resources
required to prcx:ess the advenisement's focal verbal mes-
sage. This should be especially critical for intensive ad
prcx;essors. who assign more credence to seemingly diag-
nostic central message content (Aaker and Maheswaran
1997: see also Figure 1). Indeed, reflecting on this notion
and on our previous discussion leads to a prediction about
which meaning will inform prcxiuct perceptions. If a ver-
bal ad message requires few resources to process because
it is presented in a direct lecture format, intensive ad
processors are likely to pxjssess ample resources to prceess
not only the verbal message but also the background
music's more taxing referential meaning. However, if the
ad message it.self is highly resource demanding because of
its recitation in an episcxiic drama format (Wells 1989).
intensive prcxessors may experience resource con.straints.
causing them to use the music's more readily accessible
embodied meaning.

To anticipate the outcomes of nonintensive ad proces-
sors, a third factor may be impwnant: the threshold level
of resources required to discem and use even the less-
resource-demanding embodied meaning of the back-
ground ad music. This threshold level may not be negligi-
ble, panicularly if the background music is muted and
thus of low salience: if it is pre.sented concurrently with
seemingly more germane and salient verbal material: and
if exposure cxrcurs only one time, thus litniting processing
oppxjnunity. ' , , ; 1 / ^ -

These observations sugge.st that rather than basing prod-
uct perceptions on the muted background music's embodied
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meaning, which only mcxlestly reduces resource demands,
nonintensive ad prcx:essors may be insensitive to either
meaning impaned by the low-salience music. Instead, they
may base their prcxiuct perceptions on peripheral cues asso-
ciated with the verbal ad data because such data are more
salient, accessible, and seemingly more diagnostic than the
music. More specifically, nonintensive ad prcKessors may
base their perceptions on inferences from superficial, exe-
cutional aspects of the salient message, such as the expres-
siveness or clarity of the speaker's voice, the perceived pro-
fessionalism of the ad execution, and so on.

We conducted two studies that examine whether and
when people's prcxiuct perceptions are influenced by either
the referential or the embcxiied meaning of background ad
music. Experiment I explores this issue using music that
varies in energy level.

EXPERIMENT 1: OVERVIEW AND HYPOTHESES

Exp)eriment 1 used a target radio advenisement for a
travel agency and measured the intensity of recipients' pro-
cessing using a need-for-cognition (NFC) scale. The verbal
ad message varied in format, thus altering the level of
resources required to process it. It was delivered in either a
lecture or a drama format: the former demanded fewer
resources (Wells 1989).

One of two executions of the same unfamiliar melody
was embedded in the ad background at a low volume. One
execution was pterformed in a mcxierately stimulating,
energetic manner, whereas the other was performed in a
more sedate fashion. We used these two executions
because each should relay embcxiied and referential mean-
ings with opposite valenced implications in relation to a
critical dependent measure. This measure assessed prcxiuct
perceptions and was selected strategically so that it pos-
sessed greater semantic overlap with the referential mean-
ing ofthe sedate music execution (i.e., calm contemplation
versus excited frivolity), but the sedate execution pos-
sessed a less favorable embcxiied meaning than did the
other more energetic execution. This opposition was essen-
tial because it enabled us to discem which of the altema-
tive music execution's two meanings recipients used and
when.

On the basis of our theorizing, we anticipated a three-
way interaction among NFC, ad message format, and ad
background music on the critical perception measure that
assessed the dependable, hassle-free serv ice offered by the
travel agency. When the ad message was delivered in a
low-resource-demanding lecture format, we expected
intensive prcKessors to base their perceptions of depend-
able, hassle-free service on the background music's fairiy
taxing referential meaning. Because the sedate music's
referential meaning (i.e., calm, contemplative activity)
posses.sed greater semantic overlap with the notion of
dependable, hassle-free service than did the energetic
music's referential meaning (i.e.. excited frivolity), we
expected that high-NFC people would perceive the
agency's service on this dimension as greater when the ad
background featured the sedate rather than the energetic
music. Conversely. high-NFC people who received the
high-resource-demanding drama format should base their
service perceptions on the music's simpler, embodied

meaning. Thus, the more favorable embcxiied meaning of
the energetic versus sedate music should transfer to per-
ceptions of the travel agency's dependable, hassle-free
service.

H|j When the ad message is delivered in a lecture format, high-
NFC people perceive that the travel agency provides more
dependable, hassle-free service when the background
music is sedate than when it is energetic. When the ad mes-
sage is delivered in a drama format. high-NFC people per-
ceive such service to be greater when the background
music is energetic than when it is sedate.

We reasoned that low-NFC people would be insensitive
to the low-salience background music because its intensity
may fall below such p>eople's prcx;essing threshold. How-
ever, if low-NFC people discem and base their perceptions
on the music's embodied meaning, their perceptions of the
travel agency's dependable, hassle-free service should be
greater when the ad background features the mcxierately
stimulating and hedonically more favorable energetic music
than when it features the sedate music. Nonetheless, we
propose that low-NFC people base their perceptions on
peripheral, executional features associated with the more
salient ad message: this is a view that fits with data showing
that, in general. low-NFC people base their assessments on
relatively salient peripheral cues (e.g.. Haugtvedt and Petty
1992). Evidence in suppon of our thesis will occur if low-
rather than high-NFC people produce more thoughts about
the executional characteristics of the verbal message. We
review and summarize the theoretical logic underlying all
of our perception predictions in Figure 2.

H|(,: Low-NFC people ba.se their perceptions of the travel
agency's serv ice on peripheral, executional aspects of the
ad message; thus, there are no treatment effects on their
perceptions of the travel agency's dependable, hassle-free
service. Rather. low-NFC people report more thoughts
about peripheral, executional aspects of the ad message
than do high-NFC people.

We examined ad recipients' thoughts and recall for evi-
dence of the role played by the music's referential and
embodied meanings. We anticipated a three-way interaction
among NFC. ad message format, and background music on
recipients' thoughts and statements reponed in their recall
(hereinafter called "recall remarks") that reflected each of
the referential concepts implied by the altemative back-
ground music executions (e.g., calm contemplation for
sedate music and excited frivolity for energetic music). A
small and uniform number of such responses should be pro-
duced both when people's NFC is low and when it is high,
but the drama ad message places heavy demands on
resources. However, treatment effects should be evident
among high-NFC people who receive the low-resource-
demanding lecture format. In this condition alone, ad recip-
ients should discem the background music's referential
meaning and prcxiuce more thought and recall remarks that
are related to it. Thus:

H-.: When the ad message is delivered in a lecture format, high-
NFC people produce more thoughts and recall remarks that
pertain to (a) calm, contemplative activity when the adver-
tisement features sedate music than when it features ener-
getic music and (b) excited, frivolous activity when the
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Figure 2
SUMMARY OF THE DETERMINANTS AND ASPECTS OF AD COMPONENTS USED IN FORMING PERCEPTIONS
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Notes: Designations of the primary versus secondary status of the ad components are based on the relative salience of these components.

advertisement features energetic music than when it fea-
tures sedate music. However, no treatment effects emerge
when people's NFC is low and when it is high and the ad
message is in a drama format.

To capture people's sensitivity to the music's simpler,
purely hedonic embcxiied meaning, we assessed net positive
thoughts about the ad music. If. as we anticipated, intensive
ad prcx;essors base their prcxiuct perceptions on the music's
embcxiied meaning only when the advenisement appears in
a more-resource-demanding drama format, when they
receive the drama format, such people should generate more
net positive thoughts about the ad music when the back-
ground music is energetic than when it is sedate. Thus, we
anticipate the following three-way interaction:

H3: When the advertisement is delivered in a drama format.
high-NFC people prcxiuce more net positive thoughts about

i-: the background music when the advertisement is accompa-
.. nied by energetic music than when it is accompanied by

sedate music because the fonner should impan a more
favorable embodied meaning. However, treatment effects
are absent when people's NFC is low and when it is high
and the ad message is delivered in a lecture format.

Experiment I . .•

Stimuli. We developed two filler radio advenisements and
a target advenisement for a travel agency. We recorded all
the adveni.sements professionally in a recording studio, and
we used professional talent.

We created two versions of the target advenisement's
verbal message. Although each version relayed the same

infonnation using nearly identically worded statements,
they differed in the resources needed to prcx;ess the infor-
mation. Extant research indicates that prcx:essing messages
delivered in an episcxiic. storylike drama format rather than
a straightforward lecture format is more resource demand-
ing (Peracchio and Meyers-Levy 1997; Wells 1989). Thus,
one version of the travel agency advenisement relayed the
message in a lecture format in which a single announcer
delivered a monologue about the prcxiuct. The second ver-
sion relayed the same information in a drama format in
which people conversed about the prcxiuct.

To verify whether the drama message format was more
demanding to prcx;ess than the lecture message format or
whether the two ad formats were equally involving. 21
people listened to either the lecture or the drama version of
the travel agency adveni.sement without any music. Respon-
dents rated three items (from 1 = "not at all" to 7 =
"extremely") on both their ad involvement (i.e., involved.
prcx:essed carefully, and motivated: « = .82) and how
resource demanding the ad prcKessing was (i.e., difficult to
understand, expended a lot of effon to comprehend, and
hard to grasp; oc = .86). Ad involvement was comparable
across format conditions (mean = 5.12 and 5.57; p > .30).
but the drama format was perceived to be more resource
demanding (mean = 1.70) than was the lecture formal
(mean = 1.20; F(l, 19) = 5.11,;>< .05).

We used two versions of an instrumental title song from a
little-known 1977 movie in the target ad background; we
played the songs at a constant low volume. In accordance
with the definitions we provided previously, one execution
was performed in a mcxierately energetic way and the other
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in a sedate way. To assess the two music executions'
embcxiied and referential meanings, 48 pretest panicipants
listened to and assessed either the energetic or the sedate
version of the song. As we expected, their familiarity with
the two song versions was relatively low (mean = 2.08 and
1.64 on a seven-point scale anchored by "not at all familiar/
very familiar") and equivalent (p > .25). Funhermore, the
purely hedonic embodied meaning of the more stimulating,
energetic version elicited more positive feelings (i.e., more
upbeat, cheerful, happy, and likable; «: = .83; mean - 5.07)
than did the sedate version (mean = 3.07; F( 1. 46) = 46.52,
p < .001). The two song versions also conveyed the antici-
pated referential meanings. Respondents perceived the
energetic rendition to be more excited, energized, and frivo-
lous (« = .77; mean = 3.54 and 2.42; F(l, 46) = 13.60. p <
.001). but they perceived the sedate rendition to be more
calm, thoughtful, and reflective («: = .82; mean = 5.09 and
3.73;F(1,46)= 18.39, p < .001).

A final pretest ensured that the two ad music executions
were equally compatible with the message. After listening
to one of the two versions of the advenisement accompa-
nied by either the energetic or the sedate background music,
47 panicipants assessed the compatibility, general fit. and
appropriateness of the background music and message (on a
scale ranging from 1 = "not at all" to 7 = "extremely"). In
all four conditions, the average of these items was equal and
moderate (overall mean = 4.12; F < 1).

PrtKedure. For extra course credit, 77 students panici-
pated in the study in small groups. They were told that they
would hear several radio advenisements. and that their
thoughts and perceptions would be measured. Respondents
listened to the target travel agency advenisement and two
filler advenisemenLs. Then, they completed both the percep-
tion and the thought-listing measures for the target adver-
tisement; half the respondents completed the perception
measure before the thought measure, and the other half
completed the thought measure before the perception meas-
ure. After completing some filler questions, we assessed tar-
get ad recall and measured NFC.

Dependent measures. We as.sessed perceptions of the
travel agency's dependable, hassle-free service with rat-
ings of the travel agency's prcivision of seamless travel
plans and stress-free customer service (1 = "extremely
unlikely" and 7 = "extremely likely"). We averaged these
items to form an index that corresponded to the referential
meaning of the sedate music ("̂  = .77). We also obtained
respondents' thoughts about the target product, advenise-
ment, ad claims, and music. Then, after some filler ques-
tions, we examined target ad recall. Finally, we assessed
respondents' chronic intensive-processing proclivities
with an 18-item NFC scale (Cacioppo. Petty, and Kao
1984).

Results •

We summed responses to the NFC scale items and classi-
fied panicipants as high or low in NFC using a median split.
There were no main or interaction effects for the order in
which panicipants completed the perception and thought-
listing tasks. Thus, we collapsed all data across that factor
and analyzed them by means of an analysis of variance as a
2 (NFC: high or low) x 2 (ad message format: lecture or
drama) x 2 (background music: energetic or sedate)

between-subjects factorial design. All effects appear in
Table I, and treatment means appear in Table 2; degrees of
freedom for panicular treatment effects were 1 and 69.

Product perceptions. Respondents' perceptions of the
travel agency's dependable, hassle-free service revealed the
anticipated three-way interaction among NFC, ad message
format, and background music (F = 7.42, p < .01). As Fig-
ure 3 illustrates, low-NFC panicipants were insensitive to
either meaning implied by the ad background music,
regardless of message format (F < 1). However. high-NFC
panicipants who received the advenisement in the less-
resource-demanding lecture format perceived the travel
agency's dependable, hassle-free service as greater when
the background music was sedate, thus conveying a more
perception-compatible referential meaning, than when it
was energetic (F == 7.01. p < .01). However, when the adver-
tisement was delivered in the more-resource-demanding
drama format, panicipants perceived such service as greater
when the background music was energetic, thus implying a
hedonically more favorable embodied meaning, than when
it was sedate (F = 4.16. p < .05).

Classification of open-ended responses. We classified
respx)ndents' thoughts and recall into several categories
(oc ranged from .76 to .82). The first two categories cap-
tured the number of thought and recall remarks that refer-
enced the concept of calm, contemplative activity impaned
by the referential meaning of the sedate background music
(e.g.. "They seemed very controlled, sensible, and peace-
ful") and the number that referenced the excited, frivolous
activity impaned by the referential meaning of the moder-
ately energetic music (e.g.. "so fast they would provide little
service"). In addition, we classified thoughts into back-
ground music valence and peripheral cue categories (oc =
.93 and .79. resp)ectively). The thought valence measure
enabled the as.sessment of net px)sitive thoughts about the
background music (i.e.. number of positive minus negative
thoughts; e.g., "I really liked the background music") and
wa.s used to tap respxsndents' sensitivity to the music's
purely hedonic embodied meaning. Respx)ndents' quantity
of thoughts about peripheral, execution-related aspects of
the verbal ad message (e.g.. "Tlie voices were clear and
easy to understand") should shed light on the degree to
which low- and high-NFC people think about and use these
message-related aspects to form their prcxiuct perceptions.

Referential meaning indicators. Were intensive ad
prcx:essors sensitive to the referential meaning of the back-
ground music when the message required relatively few
resources to prcx:ess it? A three-way interaction among
NFC, ad message format, and background music emerged
on both respondents" thoughts (F = 4.19. p < .05) and recall
remarks (F = 4.63, p < .05) about the sedate background
music's referential meaning. Neither low-NFC panicipants
(Fs < 1) nor high-NFC panicipants who received the ad
message in the more-resource-demanding drama format
(/7S > .39) displayed effects on either measure. However,
when high-NFC panicipants received the travel agency ad
message in a lecture format that minimized resource
demands, they generated more thoughts (F = 8.54. p < .01)
and recall remarks (F = 8.68. p < .01) that reflected a refer-
ential meaning of calm, contemplative activity when the
background music was sedate rather than energetic.
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... ,:4i*v>'fft 5, . F igure 3

EXPERIMENT 1: EFFECT OF NFC, MESSAGE FORMAT AND

BACKGROUND MUSIC ON PERCEPTIONS OF DEPENDABLE,

HASSLE-FREE SERVICE

Lecture Drama

Low NFC

Lecture Drama

High NFC

I Sedate
I Energetic

A three-way interaction among NFC, ad message format,
and background music also emerged on respondents' recall
remarks (F = 5.12. p < .05). but not on their thoughts, that
tapped the energetic music's referential meaning (ps, > .24).
Nonetheless, planned contrasts suppx)ned our hypxithe.ses on
both measures. No treatment effects emerged on either
measure when respondents' NFC was low (Fs < 1) or when
it was high and the ad message was presented in the more-
resource-demanding drama format {ps > .79). However.
high-NFC respx)ndents who heard the ad message in the
less-resource-demanding lecture format generated more
thoughts (F = 12.73, p < .001) and recall remarks (F =
16.05, p < .001) that reflected a referential meaning of
excited frivolity when the advenisement featured the ener-
getic rather than the sedate background music.

Embodied meaning and peripheral cue indicators.
Respondents' net positive thoughts about the background
music, which we expected to capture sensitivity to the
music's embcxiied meaning, revealed no treatment effects
(ps > .14). Such null effects may have occurred simply
because respondents generated a paucity of thoughts about
the ad music as a result of its unfamiliar tune and low vol-
ume. Nevertheless, respondents' thoughts about the periph-
eral, executional characteri.stics of the verbal message,
which we expected to reflect their sensitivity to and use of
peripheral cues associated with the verbal message,
revealed the anticipated NFC main effect (F = 11.02, p <
.001). That more of such thoughts were generated by low-
(M = 2.17) than high- (M = 1.22) NFC respondents sup-
pons the view that low-NFC people may base product per-
ceptions on these peripheral, executional features ofthe ver-
bal message.

Discussion - , -

The results of Experiment 1 suppon the notion that ad
background music communicates two types of meaning;
embcxiied and referential. Which, if either, meaning people
use when forming their perceptions seems to depend on two
factors; the intensity of ad recipients' prcKessing and the
resource demands of the ad message. If such demands are
high, this can usurp resources otherwise used to discem the
music's more taxing referential (versus embodied) meaning.

Our data indicate that when respondents used non-
intensive processing, they were insensitive to either mean-
ing implied by the advenisement's muted background
music, presumably because available resources were below
the threshold level required to discem even the music's less-
resource-demanding embodied meaning. In such cases,
respondents appeared to use peripheral, executional aspects
of the more salient verbal message to form their
perceptions.

However, ad recipients exhibited sensitivity to altemative
meanings of the background music when they engaged in
more-resource-intensive ad processing. Intensive processors
discemed and used the ad background music's referential
meaning to form their product perceptions when the focal
message was presented in a lecture format that required rel-
atively few resources to process. Conversely, they used the
music's simpler, purely hedonic embodied meaning when
the message was presented in a drama format that imposed
greater resource demands.

Still, cenain limitations exist. One is the null effect on net
positive music thoughts, which failed to suppx)n the notion
that people use the music's embodied meaning. This finding
may stem from ad recipients' limited thoughts about the
muted and unfamiliar background music. Another limitation
is the absence of a no-music control condition, which might
enhance the rigor of our theory test.

In a second study, we addressed these issues and altered
several factors. Specifically, we used a known song in the
ad background, we added no-music control conditions, and
we manipulated (rather than measured) prceessing intensity.
Moreover, to manipulate the embcxiied meaning of music,
we used a different collative propeny of music that has been
shown to affect stimulation px)tential. The background
music in the target advenisement was performed in either a
familiar (i.e., nonnovel) or a moderately novel style
(RadcKy and Boyle 1997). and we assessed p)erceptions of
the advenised prcxiuct. a bookstore, on two measures that
tapped both background music versions' referential mean-
ings. The use of a second, ancillary perception measure was
valuable because, as we explain subsequently, it should
reveal different treatment effects.

EXPERIMENT 2: OVERVIEW AND HYPOTHESES

We developed a target advenisement for a bookstore. It
featured a song of strong classical heritage in the back-
ground. This song was performed either in a relatively non-
novel, classical style or in the mcxierately novel genre of
soul music. Because a mcxierate level of novelty produces a
higher level of stimulation than does a low level of novelty,
the .soulful version of the music should px)ssess a more
favorable embodied meaning than the nonnovel, classical
version (Simonton 1987).
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In addition. Ccx)k (1998). a musicologist, offers insight
into the referential meanings that are likely to be conferred
by the two ad music renditions. In line with his analysis of a
youth-targeted advenisement that parallels ours, Ccxjk sug-
gests that classical music should reference associations with
a concemed and benevolent paternalistic figure (e.g.. a
well-meaning father), whereas the more contempx)rary and
novel soulful music should reference youths' quintessential
yeaming to differentiate by adopting a unique but genuine
identity. Because altemative styles of music ser\ed as a
backdrop for our advenisement. these referential meanings
might be ascribed to the bcxjkstore. Specifically, when
intensive processors receive verbal ad copy delivered in a
less taxing lecttire format, their perceptions of the bookstore
should reflect the semantic overlap between the music's ref-
erential meaning and the queried bcx>kstore dimension.
Thus, if people must assess whether the bcxjkstore has a
caring atmosphere, the atmosphere should be perceived as
more caring if the ad music style is classical and relays a
referential meaning of high overlap with the notion of a car-
ing atmosphere (i.e.. benevolent patemalism) than if it is
soulful and relays a low-overlap meaning (i.e., genuine
uniqueness) or, altematively, if no background music is
present. However, if such people are asked to assess the
originality of the bcx)kstore's decor, they should perceive it
as more original if the background music is soulful in style
and relays a referential meaning of high semantic overlap
with this dimension (i.e.. genuine uniqueness) than if the
music is classical and relays a low-overlap meaning (i.e..
benevolent patemalism) or if no background music is
present.

After panicipants listened to the target and filler adver-
tisements, we assessed their perceptions of the target book-
store on the two preceding dimensions that reflected the
music versions' referential meanings. Again, views of the
bookstore's caring atmosphere should tap associations with
the classical music's referential meaning of benevolent
patemalism, whereas the .secondary measure, the originality
of the bookstore decor, should tap the relatively novel soul-
ful music's referential meaning of genuine uniqueness.

On the basis of our theorizing, we anticipated a three-
way interaction among processing intensity, ad message
format, and background music on respondents' perceptions
of the bookstore's caring atmosphere. Similar to Experi-
ment 1, we expjected nonintensive processors to be insensi-
tive to either meaning of the muted background music and
to display null effects. Conversely, intensive ad processors'
p)erceptions should be sensitive to one of the two meanings
of the ad music. They should base their perceptions of the
bcx>kstore's caring atmosphere on the music's referential
meaning when the less-resource-demanding lecture format
was presented, but they should base their perceptions on the
background music's purely hedonic embcxiied meaning
when the ad message is delivered in a more-resource-
demanding drama format. Thus;

H4: When the ad message is presented in a lecture format,
intensive ad prcKessors perceive the bookstore attnosphere

•' as more caring when the background music is played in a
•̂  classical style than when it is played in a soulful style or
'• when no background music is present. However, when the

ad message ap)p)ears in a drama format, such processors per-
ceive the atmosphere as more caring when the background

music features more stimulating and thus more hedonically
favorable (i.e., mcxierately novel) soulful music than when
it features either cla.s.sical music or no music. There are no
treatment effects on nonintensive prcx;essors' perceptions.

The secondary measure, respondents' perceptions of the
originality of the bookstore's decor, should reveal quite dif-
ferent outcomes. Here, we expect only a two-way interac-
tion between processing intensity and ad background
music. As we explain subsequently, this follows because a
common pattem of outcomes should emerge regardless of
whether intensive processors base their perceptions on the
background music's referential or embcxiied meaning.

Sp)eciilcally, unlike the classical music's referential
meaning of benevolent patemalism, the relatively novel
soulful music's referential meaning of genuine uniqueness
should exhibit high .semantic overlap with the notion of
decor originality. Similarly, compared with the nonnovel
classical music, the relatively novel soulful music's stimula-
tion level and thus hedonic embcxiied meaning should also
be more favorable and prompt more favorable perceptions
of the originality of the decor. Thus, regardless of whether
intensive prcKessors ba.se their prcxiuct perceptions on the
music's referential meaning (i.e., the lecture format condi-
tion) or on its embcxiied meaning (i.e.. the drama format
condition), they should p^erceive the bcx)kstore's decor as
more original when the ad background features the novel
.soulful music than when it features either the classical
music or no background music. In contrast, nonintensive
prcKessors' product perceptions should be in.sensitive to
variations in the muted background music. Thus:

H5; Regardless of the ad message format, intensive prcKessors"
perceptions of the originality of the bcx)kstore's decor are
greater when the ad background features the soulful music
than when it features either the classical music or no back-
ground music. However, nonintensive prcKessors' percep>-
tions should be insensitive to the background music.

As evidence of the process that underlies the preceding
effects, we expected three-way interactions among prcKess-
ing intensity, ad format, and background music on respon-
dents' thought and recall remarks that reflect each of the
referential meanings impaned by the cla.ssical (i.e.. benevo-
lent patemalism) and the soulful (i.e., genuine uniqueness)
background music versions. Nonintensive prcKessors
.should be insensitive to the referential meanings of the
background music, displaying an equal and relatively small
number of such responses across treatments. However,
intensive prcKessors should be sensitive to the referential
meanings of each background music execution and thus
prcxiuce more respx>nses for these meanings, provided that
two conditions are met; (1) the ad message is delivered in a
less-resource-demanding lecture format rather than the
drama format and (2) the background music impans a refer-
ential meaning that overlaps semantically with the panicu-
lar concept that the type of response assesses. Thus:

H :̂ When the ad message is delivered in a lecture format, inten-
sive prcKessors prcxiuce (a) more thoughts and recall
remarks that reflect the referential concept of benevolent
paternalism when the advenisement features classical
music than when it features either soulful or no music and
(b) more thoughts and recall remarks that reflect the con-
c:ept of gentiine uniqueness when the advertisement con-
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tains soulful music than when it features either classical or
no music. However, the.se differences are absent when the
ad message is presented in a drama format and when
respondents" prcKessing is nonintensive.

We anticipated the same three-way interaction on net
positive thoughts about the background music; we used this
to tap respondents' sensitivity to the background music's
simpler embodied meaning. Because people should use
music's embcxiied meaning only when both their prcKessing
is intensive and the ad message is fairly demanding to
process, treatment differences on net positive thoughts
about the music should emerge only under such conditions.
Thus;

H7 When the advenisement is delivered in a drama format,
intensive prcKessors produce more net positive thoughts
about the music when the background music is performed
in a novel soulful way (producing the most favorable
embcxiied meaning) than when it is performed in a non-
novel classical way or no music is present. However, such
differences are absent when the advertisement is delivered
in a lecture format and when prcKessing is nonintensive.

Finally, given our logic that nonintensive prcKessors base
their product perceptions on peripheral, execution-related
aspects of the ad message, we anticipated a main eifect of
processing intensity on respx)ndents" thoughts about such
peripheral characteristics of the advenisement. Thus;

H^: Nonintensive processors prcxiuce more thoughts about
peripheral, executional aspects of the ad message than do
intensive processors.

Experiment 2

For Experiment 2. we recruited 109 undergraduates. It
was similar to the previous study with the exception of four
modifications; (1) We manipulated rather than measured the
intensity of prcKessing. (2) the target ad background fea-
tured a known song of classical heritage played in either a
mcxierately novel (i.e., soulful) or a nonnovel (i.e., classical)
style, (3) we used two prcxiuct perception measures to tap
each ofthe music versions" referential meanings, and (4) we
added no-music control conditions.

Stimuli and manipulations. We manipulated respondents'
intensity of prcxessing. In the intensive-prcKessing condi-
tion, we told respondents that they were pan of a select
group of people whose input about several radio adveni.se-
ments would be used to help detemiine how the advenised
products should be marketed. In the nonintensive-
processing condition, we told respondents that they were
pan of a large group of people whose views might be con-
sidered for this purpose.

We used the same filler advenisements from Experiment
1. but we created a new target radio advenisement for a
bookstore. The ad message discussed many of the bcx>k-
store's features, such as its bcx)ks on topics ranging from
careers to spirituality, book-reading events. cla.sses. a cap-
puccino bar. and a Web site. The message was presented in
a lecture and a drama format, both using nearly identically
worded statements.

As in Experiment I, a pretest verified that the bookstore
ad message was more resource demanding to process when
it was relayed in the drama format than when it was relayed

in the lecture format, even though the two ad formats were
equally involving. Specifically, 18 respondents reponed
comparable levels of involvement with the drama and lec-
ture formats (mean = 5.37 and 5.07; F < 1), but they found
the drama format to be more effortful to process (mean =
3.11 and 1.81; F(l. 16) = 4.35./? < .05).

The background of the target ad versions featured
Bach's hymn Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring at a constant low
volume, but the executions of this song varied, ln one case,
the song was performed in a relatively conventional classi-
cal style (i.e., Walter Carlos. Switched-On Bach, Columbia,
MS 7194. Side 1, No. 6). In the second case, it was p)er-
formed in a relatively novel soulful style on a single
acoustic guitar (i.e., Leo Kottke. 12 String Guitar. Takoma
Records. C-1024, Side 2, No. 2). In addition, we created a
no-music control version of the advenisement in each
format.

In a pretest. 35 respondents verified that, overall, famili-
arity with the background song was greater than it was for
the song we used in Experiment 1 (mean = 3.83 and 1.88;
F( 1. 81) = 23.86. p < .001). and the classical execution of
the song was more familiar than the soulful version (mean =
4.96 and 2.48. respectively, on the same seven-point scale
we used in Experiment 1; F(l. .30) = 12.11. /? < .01). The
two song renditions also appeared to impan the expected
referential meanings; respxjndents perceived the classical
version as conveying benevolent patemalism (i.e., benign,
at ease, and comfoning; «= = .71; mean = 5.13 and 4.46;
F(l. 30) = 4.36. p < .05) and the more novel soulful rendi-
tion as conveying genuine uniqueness (i.e.. interesting.
provcKative. and "cool"; 0= = .73; mean = 3.51 and 2.39;
F(l. 30) = 7.60. p < .01). The two music executions also
impaned the anticipated embcxiied meanings; the mcxier-
ately novel soulful execution evoked more pnjsitive feelings
than did the conventional classical execution (using Experi-
ment 1 measures; mean = 4.14 and 3.48; F(l, 30) = 5.40,
p < .05). Finally, a pretest that featured the ad message in
one of the two formats and was accompanied by one of the
background musical executions revealed that the executions
were equally compatible with the message (overall mean =
4.21. p> .22).

Dependent measures. We used two product perception
measures. To tap the classical background music's referen-
tial meaning of benevolent patemalism. we examined the
bookstore's caring atmosphere by asking how likely it was
that the sales staff behaved in a civilized versus pushy man-
ner and was friendly. To tap the soulful background music's
referential meaning of genuine uniqueness, we used an
ancillary measure to inquire as to what extent the bcx)k-
store's decor was original and how likely it was that the
decor was both fresh and offbeat. We assessed perceptions
of these items on a scale ranging from 1 ("extremely
unlikely") to 7 ("extremely likely"). We averaged the two
items that examined each type of perception to form sepa-
rate indexes for caring atmosphere (0= = .79) and original
decor (« = .74). We also aciministered thought-listing and
recall measures.

Results ' • • - ''^'

Because the order in which we administered the percep-
tion and thought-listing tasks revealed no significant inter-
action or main effects, we collapsed the data across this
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variable and analyzed it by means of an analysis of variance
as a 2 (prcKessing intensity; intensive or nonintensive) x2
(ad message format: lecture or dlrama) x 3 (background
music; classical, soulful, or no music) between-subjects fac-
torial design. Treatment means appear in Table 3. and all
effects appear in Table 4.

Product perceptions. Perceptions of the bcx)kstore's car-
ing atmosphere revealed the expected interaction among
prcKessing intensity, ad message format, and ad background
music (F(2, 96) - 3.07, p < .05). As Figure 4 shows, non-
intensive prcKessors' perceptions were insensitive to the
background music, regardless of ad message format (F < 1).
This was not the case for intensive prcKessors. When inten-
sive processors heard the ad message in the less demanding
lecture format, they perceived the bcxjkstore's caring atmos-
phere as greater when the ad background featured the clas-
sical music (i.e.. with a high overlap referential meaning of
benevolent patemalism) than when it featured the more
novel soulful music (i.e., with a low-overlap referential
meaning of genuine uniqueness; F(l. 96) = 4.08. p < .05) or
no music (F(l, 96) = 3.82, p < .05). However, when they
received the advenisement in a drama format, they per-
ceived the atmosphere as more caring when the ad back-
ground featured the more stimulating and thus more favor-
ably regarded soulful music than when it featured the
classical music (F( 1. 96) = 4.20. p < .05). Perceptions were
equal in the soulful and no-music conditions (p > .4]).

Next, we examined pjerceptions of the originality of the
bookstore's decor on the ancillary measure. As we
expected, only a two-way interaction between prcKessing
intensity and ad background music emerged (F(2, 96) =
3.63, p < .05). Intensive prcKessors perceived the bcxik-
store's decor as more original when the ad background fea-
tured the soulful music, which px)ssessed both a more
semantically consistent referential meaning (i.e.. genuine
uniqueness) and a more favorable embcxiied meaning
(mean = 4.16), than when it featured the relatively inconsis-
tent and less favorably regarded classical music (mean =
3.27; F(l, 96) = 5.71, p < .05) or no music (mean = 3.43;
F(l, 96) = 3.69, p < .05). However, nonintensive prcKessors
perceived the bcxikstore's decor equally across all condi-
tions (ps > .13).

Classification of open-ended responses. We classified
thoughts and recall remarks according to the number that
reflected the classical background music's referential mean-
ing of benevolent patemalism (e.g., "a relaxing, comfoning
atmosphere") and the number that reflected the mcxierately
novel soulful music's referential meaning of genuine
uniqueness (e.g., "like Bames & Noble but way more ccx)!";
°= = .70 to .82). In addition, we categorized thoughts into
valence categories that enabled the assessment of panici-
pants' net positive thoughts about the background music
(i.e., to capture the music's embcxiied meaning) and a cate-
gory that captured thoughts about peripheral, executional
aspects of the verbal ad message (« = .92 and .93).

Referential meaning indicators. Three-way interactions
among prcKessing intensity, ad message format, and back-
ground music emerged on the number of respx)ndents'
thoughts (F(2, 96) = 7.51, /7 < .001) and recall remarks
(F(2, 96) = 4.59, p< .0\) that reflected the classical back-
ground music's referential meaning of benevolent patemal-
ism. As we anticipated, both nonintensive processors (Fs <
1) and intensive prcKessors who received the ad message in

the relatively resource-demanding drama format ips > .25)
generated equal quantities of such respxinses regardless of
their treatment condition. However, when intensive proces-
sors received the ad message in a lecture format that
imposed few demands, they prcxiuced more thoughts and
recall remarks that penained to the referential meaning of
the classical background music when the music was exe-
cuted in a classical style than when it was executed in a
soulful style (thoughts; F(l, 96) = 30.55, /? < .001; recall;
F( 1, 96) = 24.02, p < .001) or when no music was pre.sent
(thoughts; F(l, 96) = 20.04, p < .001; recall; F(l, %) =
20.72,/>< .001).

Although the anticipated three-way interaction failed to
emerge on both respxindents' thoughts and their recall
remarks for the relatively novel soulful music's referential
meaning of genuine uniqueness (ps > .17). planned con-
trasts supponed our predictions. T'reatment effects neither
emerged nor were expected on either measure for non-
intensive processors (Fs < 1) or for intensive prcKessors
who received the ad message in a more-resource-
demanding drama format (ps > .21). However, when inten-
sive prcKessors received the bcx)kstore ad message in a lec-
ture format, which impxised few demands on resources, they
generated more thoughts and recall remarks that reflected a
referential meaning of genuine uniqueness when the back-
ground music was performed in a relatively novel soulful
style than when it was performed in a classical style
(thoughts; F(l. %) = 22.36, p < .00\\ recall; F(l. 96) =
16.49. p < .001) OT when no mu.sic was present (thoughts:
F(l. %) = 16.73, /7 < .001; recall; F(l. 96) = 14.54. p <
.001).

Embodied meaning and peripheral cue indicators.
Although net positive thoughts about the background
music, which we used to tap respx)ndents' sensitivity to the
music's embcxiied meaning, failed to reveal any effects
(ps > .25), planned contrasts largely supponed our predic-
tions. They suggested that when the ad message was pre-
.sented in the more-resource-demanding drama format,
intensive processors were indeed sensitive tci the back-
ground music's embcxiied meaning. Specifically, intensive
prcKessors in this condition prcxiuced more net pxjsitive
thoughts about the music when the ad background music
was performed in a novel soulful style than when it was per-
formed in a nonnovel classical style (F(l, 96) = 5.29, p <
.05) or when no music was present (F(l, %) = 3.48, p <
. 10). Treatment effects neither emerged nor were expected
among nonintensive prcKes.sors (ps > .22) or for intensive
prcKessors who received the message in the less demanding
lecture format (ps > .22).

Finally, respondents' thoughts about peripheral, execu-
tional aspects of the ad message revealed only the antici-
pated main effect of processing intensity (F(l, 96) = 4.16.
p < .05). Nonintensive ad prcKessors produced more such
thoughts (mean = 1.98) than did intensive ad prcKessors
(mean = 1.44), suggesting that the former used inferences
as.scKiated with such aspects of the ad message to form their
product perceptions.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The findings from both studies suppon the view that ad
background music can confer either ref"erential or embcxiied
meanings Which, if either, meaning people discem and use
when forming their prcxiuct perceptions appears to depend
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Figure 4
EXPERIMENT 2: EFFECT OF PROCESSING INTENSITY. MES-

SAGE FORMAT AND BACKGROUND MUSIC ON PERCEPTIONS

OF A CARING ATMOSPHERE

Lecture Drama

Nonintensive Processing

Lecture Drama

Intensive Processing

• Classical
• Soulful
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on how intensively they prcKess the advenisement and the
resource demands imposed by the verbal ad material. When
the advenisement is prcKessed nonintensively. recipients
appeared to be insensitive to either meaning impaned by the
background music. Instead, they seemed to base their per-
ceptions on peripheral, executional asp)ects of the ad mes-
sage that presumably were more salient and accessible than
was the ad music.

Conversely, when recipients prcKessed the advenisement
intensively, they appeared to discem and use one of the two
meanings impaned by the music: When the ad message was
delivered in a lectiu'e format that imposed minimal demands
on their resources, these respx)ndents' prcxiuct perceptions,
cognitions, and recall reflected the background music s ref-
erential meaning, which was rather taxing to discem. How-
ever, when the message was delivered in a more-re.source-
demanding drama format, their responses reflected the use
of the background music's less onerous embcxiied meaning.
Not only did these outcomes CKCur even though both ad
message formats relayed vinually identical information, but
the findings also were reliable across two studies that used
different prcxiucts, altemative types of background music,
and several different measures.

This research makes .several impxsnant theoretical contri-
butions. First, it appears to explain why people often experi-
ence a positive, hedonic feeling about certain forms of
music, even if such music is entirely devoid of any a.sscKi-
ated referential meaning. These hedonic feelings ari.se from
the music's embodied meaning, which reflects the degree of
stimulation elicited by pattems inherent to the musical
sound (e.g., its energetic versus sedate propenies, mcxier-
ately novel versus conventional style). As previous research
in music and other domains suggests, a nonmonotonic rela-
tionship ensues between the amount of stimulation a stimu-

lus (e.g., music) engenders and people's hedonic response
to that stimulus.

Second, this research confirms music theorists' claim that
music can impan both purely hedonic embcxiied meaning
and semantic-laden referential meaning (e.g.. Meyer 1960).
More impx)nant. however, our work suggests a way to dis-
entangle which of these meanings people actually use in a
given circumstance. We show that this can be accomplished
by assessing carefully selected perceptions for which the
referential and embodied meanings of altemative musical
selections imply oppxjsing inferences.

Third, this work addresses when and why people's per-
ceptions of prcxiucts that are promoted in music-infused
advenisements can be sensitive to either (or neither) of the
meanings impaned by the background music. Which, if
either, meaning influences people's perceptions appears to
depend on how intensively they prcKess various ad com-
ponents (e.g.. the advenisement's central message content,
its background music) and the resource demands imposed
by these compxjnents. If people expend scant re.sources
processing an advenisement nonintensively, they are
likely to be insensitive to either meaning impaned by the
music. However, when they process the advenisement
intensively, the music's referential meaning is likely to be
discemed and used if the central components of the adver-
tisement require few resources to prcKess, thus enabling
people to devote ample resources to the music's fairly
onerous referential meaning. Conversely, the music's sim-
pler embcxiied meaning is apt to be discemed and used if
the advenisement's central components are demanding to
prcKess, because this limits the available re.sources that
might otherwise be directed to the background music's
referential meaning (for funher clarification of the
process, see Figure 2). Thus, it appears that, similar to ver-
bal information, the types of meaning extracted from
music can vary depending on how intensively the data are
prcKessed.

Our findings offer valuable and practical insights. They
suggest that before selecting background music for an
advenisement. practitioners should consider both whether
the targeted consumers are likely to prcKess the advenise-
ment intensively and whether the goal is for such music to
convey to consumers a simple, hedonically positive embod-
ied meaning or a descriptive referential meaning. If the tar-
get audience is expected to prcKess the advenisement non-
intensively, the choice of which background music to use is
far less critical than are decisions related to the advenise-
ment's more salient executional characteristics (e.g., the
vcKal expressiveness of ad announcers). However, if the tar-
geted audience is expected to prcKess the adveni.sement
intensively, marketers must skillfully orchestrate the
resource demands that are imposed by the ad message and
the propenies of the background music that engender the
music's desired embodied meaning (e.g., the music's stimu-
lating or sedate execution, novel or nonnovel style) or refer-
ential meaning (e.g., the .semantic asscKiations elicited by
the melcxiy). If the goal for the background music is to relay
a favorable embcxiied meaning, the verbal ad message
should be presented in a fairly resource-demanding way
(e.g., a drama format) and the music should be performed in
a mcxierately energetic or novel style (versus a sedate or
nonnovel style). However, if the goal for the music is to
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relay a panicular referential meaning, perhaps one that
complements the product positioning, the verbal message
should be presented in a less-resource-demanding way
(e.g., a lecture format), and altemative renditions of music
should be a.ssessed to ascertain empirically which rendition
best relays the desired conceptual meaning.

Nonetheless, the current research possesses certain limi-
tations that preclude answers to important questions. Some
of these issues are related to our proposed underlying mech-
anisms. For example, during resource-demanding condi-
tions, were intensive prcKessors insensitive to the back-
ground music's referential meaning because disceming this
meaning was tcx) onerous or because applying it to percep-
tions was tcx) burdensome? Would nonintensive prcKessors
have used the music's embodied meaning had the back-
ground music simply been louder and thus more accessible?
Would the hedonic favorableness of our background music
have been altered if ad recipients had been expx)sed to the
advenisements repeatedly? Under what conditions dees
music serve as a central versus a peripheral cue? Were the
meanings of the background music we used discemed dur-
ing ad enccxiing or when retrieval prceesses were prompted
b\ queries about respondents' prcxiuct perceptions?

Other limitations of our work reflect practical issues that
were not examined. For example, will our findings general-
ize to advenisements presented in pictorially rich (e.g.. tele-
vision. Web) contexts? Two px)ssibilities seem plausible
here: (1) Null effects will emerge because visually rich con-
texts might overwhelm the influence of music, or (2) out-
comes will differ because the resources devoted to inferring
the types of meaning of the background music will be unaf-
fected by those required to prcKess the visual data, because
these two types of stimuli draw on different resource pxxjls
dedicated to visual or auditory mcxialities (Tavassoli 1998).
Finally, it is uncertain whether differences in peoples" pref-
erences for panicular mcxialities of information (e.g..
visual, verbal, auditory) mcxierate the outcomes repxsned in
this research. These and many other critical questions must
await future inquiry.
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